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SÜDWIND YASEO AZUR DESEO SPORT&FUNSPORT

WELCOME TO OUR 
CARAVANS

Unlimited holiday fun for all types of travellers. Whether it’s an active holiday 
with your family or a romantic getaway for two, our wide range of caravan models 
means we have the perfect vehicle for every type of holiday. From family-friendly 
layouts to miraculously spacious compact vehicles and exclusive designs, the one 
thing they can all guarantee is the best holiday experience.

Explanation of vehicle designations 
As it is equipped with a transverse bed (Q), dinette (D) and  
children's room (K), the vehicle is called SÜDWIND 500 QDK, for example.

Seating Area
D Dinette 
L L seating area
S Salon seating group
U  U-shaped seating group

Bed
E Single beds 
F French Bed
Q Transverse bed
X Queen-sized bed

Variants
B Bathroom
K Children’s room
P Panorama kitchen
TR Transport

from page 42 from page 26 from page 50 from page 14 from page 20 from page 34 
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CARAVANS
D E S  J A H R E S

2023
2. PLATZ
Knaus Sport (E-Power Selection) 
Untere Mittelklasse

2023
REISEMOBILE
D E S  J A H R E S

1. PLATZ
Knaus Van TI 
Teilintegrierte bis 70 000 €

2023
REISEMOBILE
D E S  J A H R E S

3. PLATZ
Knaus Live I 
Integrierte bis 95 000 €

INNOVATION
AWARD

EUROPEAN

CATEGORY

2023

OVERALL CONCEPT VAN

WINNER

HONORED BY 
THE LEADING EUROPEAN

CARAVANING EXPERTS

INNOVATION
AWARD

EUROPEAN

CATEGORY

2023

TECHNOLOGY

WINNER

HONORED BY 
THE LEADING EUROPEAN

CARAVANING EXPERTS

CARAVANS
D E S  J A H R E S

2023
3. PLATZ
Knaus Südwind 
Mittelklasse

STATE-OF-THE-ART
PRODUCTION
Our development centre in Jandelsbrunn, Bavaria, is where our 
team designs new vehicles, tests innovative technologies and 
is continually creating revolutionary new products, which we 
definitely see as a source of inspiration for the caravanning industry. 
Serial production begins as soon as the prototype meets our high 
standards. For this purpose, we operate two further ultra-modern 
production sites in Mottgers, Hesse, and Nagyoroszi, Hungary. 
Advanced production lines enable us to take a flexible approach to 
new production processes. 

WHAT CONNECTS US 
& BRINGS US TOGETHER 
TO ACHIEVE OUR GOAL

With boundless passion, we at KNAUS have been creating 
unforgettable holiday experiences since 1960. We not only 
want to meet your demands, but exceed them. That’s why we 
are constantly developing innovative technologies to make your 
holidays the best ever. Each of our vehicles incorporates the 
precision of our passionate employees and the knowledge and 
experience we have gained from over 60 years of caravanning. 

WE HAVE RECEIVED OVER 
50 AWARDS
KNAUS stands for quality. And that’s not just the 
way we see it – numerous awards confirm that we 
are doing the right thing, each and every day. Our 
awards motivate us to deliver top performance time 
and time again. Of course, we are happy to share this 
with you, our customers. A complete chronicle of our 
awards can be found at

MORE INFO ONLINE
knaus.com/auszeichnungen

WITH PASSION 
AT WORK
For us, people are the focus of our attention. That is why we 
invest continuously in our staff and sites. Our production lines 
have been adapted to the individual needs of our employees. 
Trust, respect and a strong team spirit are the hallmarks of our 
team. As a leading employer in the caravanning industry, we 
are always happy to welcome new “holidaymakers” and provide 
training in various professions. 

MORE INFO ONLINE
knaustabbert.de/karriere

INNOVATION 
AT ALL LEVELS 
At KNAUS, the wheels are always turning. We want to inspire you 
over and over again – whether that’s with revolutionary technology, 
comprehensive new developments or progress where lightweight 
construction is concerned, as well as flexible or sustainable solutions. 
All of our findings enable us to continually improve our products and 
fully exploit their potential. This is how we are realising our vision of 
revolutionising the leisure vehicle industry. All of our innovations are 
driven by our desire to offer you the best ever holiday experience.

MORE INFO ONLINE
knaustabbert.de/innovation

* For leisure vehicles made by KNAUS, as part of the guarantee conditions which apply upon handover of the vehicle and in addition to  
your statutory warranty, we provide a 10-year no-leak guarantee on the vehicle body manufactured by us. 

SERVICE 
YOU CAN RELY ON US
You can rely on our products & service partners. Every KNAUS vehicle 
comes with everything you need as standard to get to your destination 
safely. That is why we grant a 10-year leak-proof guarantee* on all of 
our products and only ever use high-quality components, guaranteed 
to give you many years of happiness. The garages and tailored services 
of our expert dealers are at your disposal. What’s more, all participating 
MAN TRUCK&BUS service centres will undertake any servicing, repair, 
maintenance or care work on the body of your motorhome or camper 
van – regardless of the chassis that your vehicle is built on.

MORE INFO ONLINE
dealer.knaus.com
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OVERVIEW
& HIGHLIGHTS

Soft-close mechanisms. The overhead 
cabinets with soft-close mechanisms 
close gently and lock automatically. The 
generous fully-extending drawers with 
soft-close mechanisms make it easy to 
tidy everything away. Of course, they 
also close almost silently (dependent on 
model).

Innovative mix of materials. We use 
innovative and robust, lightweight 
materials for our furniture, among 
other things. Combined with the dowel 
technology and aluminium profiles, all of 
these measures reduce the vehicle weight 
and also ensure the additional stability of 
the bodywork. (Dependent on model) 

FANTASTIC
MATERIALS

We build furniture that makes your 
vehicle feel special.  
The demands placed on the furniture in 
our caravans are incredibly high. That’s 
why we use premium materials as well as 
robust designs and technologies that will 
inspire you for a lifetime.

Elaborate integral furniture 
construction.
Air circulation is one of the most 
important requirements for a pleasant and 
healthy indoor climate. (Dependent on 
model). All furniture is rear-ventilated in a 
manner that optimises the performance of 
the heater. The open rear ventilation cut-
outs enable optimum hot air circulation, 
providing cosy warmth in the vehicle.

Premium quality materials are the basis 
for maximising longevity. That’s why we 
install solid cast-iron pan supports, scratch-
resistant stainless steel sinks, highly durable 
HPL surfaces, and lots more besides.

Stable & precise fit. With elaborate dowel technology, we achieve a very high fitting 
accuracy and a significantly more stable furniture construction. In addition, we use solid 
aluminium profiles that not only make the furniture more stable but also noticeably 
lighter. (depending on the model).

Ceiling-mounted lockers. They are 
exceptionally sturdy and are mounted 
with a gap between them and the walls. 
This allows the air to circulate unhindered 
behind the lockers. Condensation in the 
lockers is prevented, keeping your clothing 
and possessions fresh and dry at all times.

We give the highest priority to the design of the 
sleeping area to ensure you wake up feeling re-

freshed every day of your busy holiday.

RELAXING 
& COMFY

Fitted sheets. The lying comfort is 
optimised with our perfectly fitting, 
optionally available fitted sheets.

Slatted frames with or without disc springs. We install high-quality slatted frames 
as standard. The distance between the individual slats offers optimum stability and 
superb ventilation at the same time. For an extra touch of comfort, a disk spring base 
is available as an option. This enables the mattress to mould perfectly to the shape of 
your body, providing you with even better support (across all series / optional).

The 5-zone EvoPore mattresses  
not only pamper you with excellent sleeping 
comfort, but are exceptionally durable too. 
(Across all series). The optional WaterGel 
topper will ensure you get an even better 
night’s sleep.

More than just ambient lighting. Wherever atmospheric lighting will make your holiday more special, we in-
stall carefully integrated, dimmable ambient lighting (optional). The elaborate lighting concept with the unique 
KNAUS signet creates an exclusive overall impression. The dynamic light strips in the AZUR are a particular 
highlight (dependent on model).
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MORE INFO ONLINE
knaus.com/caravan-variants

* A voucher to redeem the medicine set is enclosed with the vehicle. The medicine set contains medicines that must be purchased from a pharmacy. The voucher can therefore 
only be redeemed at the responsible MediKit mail-order pharmacy at www.medikit.shop You can also obtain further information about your MediKit at www.medikit.shop.

OVERVIEW
& HIGHLIGHTS

First aid MediKit. Heartburn, headaches, 
allergies: Things you hardly ever need 
– especially when you are travelling. To 
ensure that you are well prepared for the 
worst case scenario, every KNAUS vehicle 
is accompanied by a MediKit voucher * 
with which you can conveniently redeem 
the practical first-aid kit with our shipping 
partner * online. 

Pleasant seating comfort is not an option 
but part of the standard equipment. No 
matter which fabrics and upholstery you 
choose, you can always rely on one thing: 
seating comfort optimised for the respec-
tive model is part of the basic equipment 
of each KNAUS caravan. Depending on the 
model, that’s why we use ergonomic seat 
cushions, which provide your back with the 
perfect amount of support. 
Standard fabrics all 
convince with durable 
materials and an 
attractive design that 
matches the respec-
tive furniture decor.

OPTIMUM
GAS SUPPLY

Hygienically perfect water at every destination. The bluuwater 
water filter removes almost all germs, bacteria and small particles 
(99.999%) from the pipework in all Knaus Tabbert vehicles (comes 
as standard). The replaceable filter cartridge with highly efficient 
ultrafiltration membrane is mounted vertically or horizontally 
between the water tank and the pipe system. It has a filter capacity of 
up to 8,000 litres – and, thanks to a Timestrip indicator in the vehicle 
the remaining usage time can be checked at any time. The bluuwater 
cartridge needs to be replaced after six months at the latest, 
depending on use. Thanks to the click-and-ready quick coupling 
system, it can be replaced easily and drip-proof.

Practical ServiceBox. In all KNAUS caravans, 
the supply technology is arranged in such 
a way that it is laid with the heating system 
in a frost-protected manner. The service 
box centrally combines all the connections. 
We have also ensured that they are easy to 
access via the flap integrated in the side wall 
(dependent on model).

ACTIVE LINE fabrics are extremely easy to 
clean. Liquids do not seep in immediately 
and most stains can be removed with a 
damp cloth. Ideal for families and dog 
owners thanks to the superb easy-care 
properties.

Innovative shower curtain with air cham-
ber. You all know how a wet shower curtain 
in a caravan can cling to your body like a 
magnet. An integrated air chamber in our 
compact bathroom, which helps the inno-
vative shower curtain to maintain its shape 
and keep it away from your body, has put an 
end to this (optional).

Our caravan cabin doors. All KNAUS cabin 
doors are equipped with a weather-resistant 
double seal. They also feature a particularly 
quiet, vehicle locking system and are avail-
able in an extra-wide version depending on 
the layout.

Interior options. Feel like you never left home. That’s exactly 
what we’re aiming for with our interior design. Depending on 
your needs and preferences, you have a choice between lots of 
different bed, bathroom and kitchen options. Discover all of the 
possible options here.

Thanks to the complex parallel lifting mechanism, you have a large 
access area. The gas pressure spring also ensures that the hood 
gently glides upwards. With the stable aluminium chequer plate 
floor, the gas box for 2 x 11 kg gas bottles becomes even more 
robust and offers a low loading edge. With our E.POWER vehicles, 
you will no longer have any need for a gas supply and will gain extra 
storage space in the front locker. For more information about our 
E.POWER models, see page 13.

High-quality alloy wheels. Our 17" alloy 
wheels in exclusive KNAUS design provide 
a particularly harmonious and dynamic 
overall picture (Dependent on model / 
optional). They are resistant to salt water, 
which makes them perfectly suitable for 
use in winter too.

Up to 50 % weight saving with significantly 
more usable capacity: the optional  
LiFePo4 batteries are perfect for  
anyone who is often self-sufficient.

AS STANDARD

ERG
ON O M I C  S E ATI N

G
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OVERVIEW
& HIGHLIGHTS

SAFE  
AL-KO-CHASSIS
Every chassis of our caravans is hot-dip galvanized and 
therefore especially protected against corrosion. Due to semi-
trailing arm axles and oil-pressure shock absorbers, you will 
enjoy a comfortable ride (Dependent on model).

JOCKEY WHEEL  
WITH LOAD INDICATOR
Loading errors can be easily avoided with the new 
jockey wheel that includes a vertical load indicator. 
The current vertical load is displayed directly and you 
can react accordingly (Optional).

HIGH-STRENGTH  
GRP ROOF
For maximum hail protection, we 
install a high-strength GRP roof with a 
fibreglass content that is almost three 
times greater than that of standard 
GRP (across all series).

DURABLE 
PRO.TEC FRAME
The Pro.Tec frame is a particularly solid 
aluminium profile strip that connects the 
side wall, front wall, rear wall and roof to 
one another. It improves the stability of the 
bodywork and therefore also the longevity 
of the entire vehicle. One particular highlight 
is that the Pro.Tec frame incorporates a 
chamber for the sealant. This means that it 
can no longer bulge out, ensuring a seamless 
appearance (dependent on model).

*As part of our guarantee 
conditions valid upon handover 
of the vehicle, we grant a 10-year 
leak-proof guarantee on the body 
manufactured by us in addition to 
the statutory warranty for leisure 
vehicles made by KNAUS.

Increased driving safety and distinctive KNAUS night-
time signature thanks to the 3D design of the lights, 
dynamic LED indicators and integrated failure sensors 
(dependent on model).

The automotive FoldXpand rear construction with 
flush-mounted taillight carrier provides greater inte-
rior space for the same vehicle length (dependent on 
model).

STRIKING,  
SHAPELY &  
100 % KNAUS. 
The unique rear and side windows 
perfectly match the unique exterior 
design line (dependent on model).

In the event of theft, the GPS tracker can help you to 
recover your vehicle. Capable of working independently 
for up to 3 months, it leaves nothing to be desired. The 
tracker can also be upgraded with Bluetooth sensors 
(optional).

PERFECTLY BUILT 
FROM SCRATCH

AKS 
LANE STABILISER
For a safe journey, the series AKS lane stabiliser 
eliminates swerving motions and thereby also the 
dangerous sway of the vehicle (Across all series).

tail lights

CATEYE evolution

GPS-Tracker

Velocate

*

The smart CI control panel with touch screen is the 
easiest way to centrally control all functions of the 
vehicle. It can be controlled intuitively using the 
screen (dependent on model / optional).

control panel

SMART CI

MORE INFO ONLINE
knaus.com/caravan-structure

* FoldXpand rear construction

Revolutionary
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MORE INFO ONLINE
knaus.com/e-power

*  Please note that the possible usage time of a battery per charging cycle depends on various factors, such as the number and power consumption  
of the operated end users, the age of the battery, etc., and is limited by these. Therefore, a minimum usage time per charging cycle cannot be guaranteed.

** For even more independence & longer service life, you will find suitable options in the current price list and on configurator.knaus.com

INNOVATION
& DEVELOPMENT

Fully equipped kitchen. Compressor 
refrigerator and induction hob are available 
if you don't want to barbecue outside. 
Comfortable climate. An energy-efficient 
air-conditioning unit with heat pump 
technology provides cool or warm air at the 
touch of a button as standard.

 Gas-free operation. No more lugging gas 
bottles. No more checking fill levels. Our 
E.POWER vehicles are fully electric and 
therefore not only safer, but also lighter.

Innovative dyonic chassis. Unrivalled dynamics + 
Innovative bionics = Dyonic. The dyonic chassis has 
been developed to create the perfect base for our 
caravans. The result is a chassis that is particularly 
light, durable and tough.

INNOVATION  
AT ALL LEVELS
Great ideas are always found whenever expertise and passion 
come together. Our aim is to make your holiday that little bit 
more special with the help of cutting-edge technology and 
smart innovations. With vehicles that are already being built 
today for the freedom you desire tomorrow.

Start enjoying your holidays even more quickly in greater safety 
and comfort with our completely gas-free E.POWER models. Swap 
all the unnecessary winter equipment included in conventional 
caravans for more storage space, a higher payload, state-of-the-
art electrical appliances, increased safety and less maintenance! 

If you can answer “yes” to the following questions, then our 
E.POWER technology is a fantastic alternative for you.

   Do you prefer travelling during the summer season, from Easter 
to October?

  Are you looking for simple, intuitive controls? 

  Do you want air conditioning in your caravan?

  Are you definitely not the sort of person to go camping in winter?

ARE YOU AN 
E-CARAVANNER?

Smart energy control  
ensures that the electrical appliances 
are automatically controlled, prioritised 
and switched off or on as required 
and according to the available power. 
Completely intuitive and without any in-
line fuses! All you have to do is set the fuse 
protection in amperes, which is specified at 
the campsite.

Self-supporting frame. A true innovation! The self-supporting FibreFrame 
revolutionises the interior design and the versatility of our layouts. The entire body 
is supported by plastic components that are glued together to form a durable 
FibreFrame, enabling the furniture and storage compartments to be positioned 
anywhere. Any slight scratches or damage to the surface of the frame can also be 
easily removed (without any abrasion of the material). Sunlight causes the material 
to expand, before returning to its original shape.

Modern interior design. Revolutionary technology 
is the basis for a completely new design concept. 
Thanks to FibreFrame and ultrasound technology, 
the furniture can be placed in any location without 
requiring any screws. The result? Innovative layouts, 
clever solutions and a modern, open interior for truly 
unparalleled comfort.

Self-sufficient on the road with E.POWER & Einhell. Enjoy maximum freedom with the optional 
ONE NIGHT STAND system, consisting of the battery docking station “Caravan Charger” and high-
performance exchangeable battery “Power X-Change” from Einhell. The 6Ah Power X-Change battery 
pack with particularly efficient Li-Ion cells supplies the electrical appliances (12V) independently of the 
shore power connection.

   2 in 1: The high-performance “Caravan Charger” is both a power supply and a battery charger
   Active Battery Management System for maximum safety, performance, endurance & long service life*
   1 night self-sufficient: The system runs the light, water pump & compressor fridge.**
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DESEO
THE FLEXIBLE ONE

MORE INFO ONLINE
knaus.com/deseo
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DESEO

230 cm

258 cm

599 cm

LAYOUTS
& FACTS

With the DESEO you can switch flexibly from transport to living in no 
time at all. The unique design enables particularly variable use of space 
so that even two motorcycles can be transported comfortably. Once 
you have arrived at your destination, the DESEO offers maximum living 
comfort and a unique feeling of space.

VERSATILE SPACE &  
MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY

THE WHOLE 
WORLD IN A  
SINGLE LAYOUT

DESEO 400 TR. If you choose the optional Transport 
Plus-Package, you will receive a ramp, two sturdy 
motorcycle brackets and 10 lashing eyes. In order to 
be able to transport everything safely, the package 
also includes a load increase of up to 2,000 kg 
(chassis). For the living area, the transport version 
includes a particularly space-saving folding bench 
seat and the otherwise optional lift bed.

DESEO 400 TR. For those who only want to take a motorcycle with them and do 
not want to do without the comfortable bed sofa, the standard version can also 
be equipped with a motorcycle bracket. Especially practical: You can also use the 
variable table outside thanks to the lightweight resistant aluminium frame.

DESEO 400 TR. The 160 x 180 cm wide tailgate and 
the stable drive-on ramp which is secured during 
the journey by means of a rod & twist lock make 
loading particularly easy. Optionally you can also get 
a second loading ramp

Highlights
 Perfect balance between usable space and living space

  Flexible room layout

  Space for up to two motorcycles

400 TR

  Compact kitchen
  2-4 Sleeping places
  Sofa Bed

CONFIGURATOR ONLINE
configurator.knaus.com
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DESEO

DESEO 400 TR. Big door for a fresh breeze. On the go all day, but still 
haven’t seen enough. With the rear door open, you can sit back and 
enjoy an after-dinner drink inside, but still feel like you’re outdoors.

DESEO 400 TR. Disappearing LED TV. To prevent it from becoming 
damaged during transit and to take up as little space as possible, 
the TV disappears elegantly into the sideboard.

From the fully-equipped kitchen and bathroom to the versatile sofa bed, we have 
thought of everything here. And thanks to the huge rear door, you won’t need to leave 
anything behind when you go on holiday. Whether that’s your motorbike or surfboard.

COMPACT SPACE  
BUT FULLY EQUIPPED

sofa bed

Folding

DESEO 400 TR. Cool stuff. 
The large refrigerator has 
been integrated into the 
kitchen unit to save space 
and will keep all of your food 
supplies nice and fresh.

DESEO 400 TR. The spacious bathroom at 
the front of the caravan has lots of handy 
features, including a fold-away towel rail, lots 
of storage space, an extended washbasin and 
an easy-to-clean bench toilet.

DESEO 400 TR. Optional lifting bed. When the lifting 
bed is not needed during the day, it can be easily 
raised. At night it offers maximum sleeping comfort 
thanks to high-quality EvoPore HRC mattresses.

front bathroom

Practical

DESEO 400 TR. There are lots of little helpers in the kitchen such 
as the innovative Orga-Box. It creates tidiness and ensures that 
everything stays in its place during the journey.

DESEO 400 TR. 
A comfy sofa one 
minute, a cosy bed 
the next: thanks to 
its clever design, the 
practical sofa bed can 
be converted in no 
time at all.

LOUNGE VARIANT
Sofa Bed   400 TR

KITCHEN VARIANT
Compact kitchen   400 TR

BED VARIANT
2-4 Sleeping places  400 TR

BATHROOM VARIANT
Front bathroom  400 TR

MORE INFO ONLINE
knaus.com/deseo
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SPORT&FUN
THE PRACTICAL ONE

MORE INFO ONLINE 
knaus.com/sportfun

ALSO AVAILABLE AS A  
SPECIAL MODEL

   

All the details can be found in the 
separate brochure & online at 

 knaus.com/sportfun-black-selection
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232 cm

257 cm

625 cm

SPORT&FUNLAYOUTS
& FACTS

480 QL

  Galley kitchen
  4 Sleeping places
  Transverse bed

For those who can‘t get enough storage space, the 
SPORT&FUN is the first choice. In the huge front 
garage, an enormous amount of luggage can be 
stored clearly arranged. The large rear door and 
the roof railing and ladder are particularly popular 
with active holidaymakers. Even bulky sports 
and leisure equipment can be stowed safely and 
comfortably here.

ICONIC CARAVAN FOR  
ACTIVE HOLIDAYS

STORAGE SPACE GALORE 
FUN TO THE MAX

SPORT&FUN 480 QL. So that you can 
optimally secure your cargo and no tripping 
hazard is created, in case you don’t have any 
things to transport.SPORT&FUN 480 QL. Maximum storage 

space, perfect load and weight distribution 
over the entire width of the vehicle and 

practical access thanks to the folding and 
height-adjustable bed. And, of course, 

the well thought-out layout design 
also promises the best possible driving 
characteristics when loaded correctly.

Highlights
  Unmistakable design

  Optional motorcycle bracket

  Huge rear door

The perfect combination of transport and living space 
thanks to the optional motorcycle mount.

SPORT&FUN 480 QL. In combination 
with well-placed lashing points, the 
optional motorcycle bracket will hold 
your motorbike securely in place while 
driving. To make it easier to load, an 
integrated ramp is available as an option. 

SPORT&FUN 480 QL. The high-quality 
vinyl flooring is very durable and looks 
good even after many years.

CONFIGURATOR ONLINE
configurator.knaus.com
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SPORT&FUN 480 QL. For your food supplies, 
the large refrigerator comes with a freezer 
compartment and automatic energy selection 
(AES feature) as standard.

SPORT&FUN 480 QL. The unique interior design, yacht-like flooring and all 
of the handy features make the caravan a stylish holiday companion.

Hiking in the mountains or surfing at the beach. Have a blast 
wherever you go with the SPORT&FUN. And after an eventful day, 
you can look forward to a relaxing evening.

LIVE LIFE  
TO THE MAX

LOUNGE VARIANT
L-shaped bench   480 QL

KITCHEN VARIANT 
Galley kitchen   480 QL

BED VARIANT
2-4 Sleeping places  480 QL

BATHROOM VARIANT
Compact bathroom  480 QL

 L-shaped bench

Comfortable

SPORT&FUN

compact bathroom

Multi-purpose

MORE INFO ONLINE
knaus.com/sportfun

SPORT&FUN 480 QL. The gas pressure springs make 
it super-easy to fold up the standard transverse bed 
and you always have easy access to the bow storage 
space below.

SPORT & FUN 480 QL. 
The bathroom can be 
easily expanded by a 

shower tray (optional). 
Also included in the 
shower extension: A 
high-quality shower 

head including holder 
next to the door – ready 

to hand for use in the 
shower tray.

SPORT & FUN 480 QL. 
Space-saving corner 
washbasin, spacious 
mirrored cabinet, 
rotating toilet: this 
bathroom is a real 
space-saving miracle.

SPORT&FUN 480 QL. 
The galley kitchen not 
only looks stylish, but 
also boasts an incredible 
amount of storage 
space. The robust HPL 
working surface is easy 
to maintain and scratch-
resistant.
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YASEO

MORE INFO ONLINE
knaus-yaseo.com

NEW

THE INDEPENDENT ONE
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YASEO

260 cm

220 cm
549-729 cm

LAYOUTS
& FACTS

CONFIGURATOR ONLINE
configurator.knaus.com

340 PX  

 Front kitchen
  2 sleeping places
 Folding bed

500 DK  

  Galley kitchen
  3-5 sleeping places
 Folding bed, single bed in the lounge

ENJOY YOUR 
INDEPENDENCE
Uncompromising. For maximum range. Unrestricted. For genuine 
self-sufficiency. Unsurprising. Finally a caravan for e-Mobility! 
The YASEO reinvents the use of space. It delivers multifunctional 
solutions for a well-equipped living area on a minimal footprint. 
That is genuine freedom that inspires!

Highlights
  Multifunctional interior

  The first caravan for e-Mobility

   Lightweight and ultra-compact

Comes E.POWER technology as standard. 
For more information, see page 13.
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YASEO

MORE INFO ONLINE
knaus-yaseo.com

YASEO 340 PX. In the 
generously apportioned 

seating area, you can 
serve a hearty breakfast 

in the morning and put 
your feet up at the end 

of the day after enjoying 
lots of holiday fun.

YASEO 340 PX. The wall units provide plenty 
of storage and are attractively integrated into 
the interior concept.

YASEO 340 PX. Modern, stylish and versatile: the living area 
boasts many highlights and creates a homely environment.

YASEO 340 PX. The storage compartment in the 
front kitchen can easily be extended or seamlessly 
lowered into the kitchenette when not in use.

YASEO 340 PX. The refrigerator silently keeps 
all your food fresh. 

YASEO 340 PX. Absolute kitchen wizardry. With an 
induction hob, refrigerator and plenty of storage space, 
the front kitchen has everything you could wish for.

Large beds, comfortable seats and a kitchen that not only looks 
good, but is also functional – the YASEO has plenty of feel-good 
flair, despite its compact size.

A SMALL MIRACLE  
ENORMOUS FREEDOM

LOUNGEVARIANT
Face-to-Face seating area  340 PX, 500 DK

KITCHEN VARIANTS 

Front kitchen   340 PX
Galley kitchen   500 DK

seating area

Face-to-Face

front kitchen

Compact

galley kitchen

Spacious
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YASEO

MORE INFO ONLINE
knaus-yaseo.com

BED VARIANTS
2 Sleeping places   340 PX 
3-5 Sleeping places  500 DK

BATHROOM VARIANTS
Front bathroom  340 PX
Slide-out bathroom 500 DKYASEO 340 PX. The multifunctional room concept creates additional storage space 

in the interior, allowing you to transport your bikes easily and safely in the YASEO, 
for example (optional).

YASEO 340 PX. You can take all your 
favourite clothes and shirts with you, 
thanks to spacious wardrobe.

front bathroom

Practical

folding bed

Flexible

YASEO 500 DK. The 
slide-out bathroom is the 
ultimate in versatility. The 
shower folds out into the 
room as required and the 
washbasin is extendable, 
allowing it to be used at 
any time, even when the 
bathroom is folded up.

YASEO 340 PX. Neat and tidy by day and extremely cosy by night. 
The bed in the YASEO simply folds down from the wall.

The YASEO reveals its true talent in the living area: genuine 
versatility. Storage space during your journey and a seating 
area during dinner, which is then transformed into a 
comfortable bed at the end of the evening. As if by magic! 

PERFECT  
VERSATILITY

YASEO 340 PX. The storage compartments in the 
bathroom provide ample space for your toiletries, 
such as shower gel, shampoo, brushes, etc.

YASEO 340 PX. The bathroom area is equipped with everything you 
need while on holiday. The modern fittings create a sense of well-being 
in your very own, compact wellness oasis.

slide-out bathroom

Adaptable
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SPORT
THE VERSATILE ONE

MORE INFO ONLINE
knaus.com/sport 

ALSO AVAILABLE AS A  
SPECIAL MODEL

   

All the details can be found in the 
separate brochure & online at 

 knaus.com/sport-epower-selection
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SPORT

232 - 250 cm

257 cm

605 - 865 cm

LAYOUTS
& FACTS
LAYOUTS
& FACTS

Whether you are a single nature lover, a couple 
of explorers or a big family: The SPORT offers 
a huge variety of layouts and a unique price-
performance ratio with which everyone can 
fulfil their holiday dreams. Highest living 
comfort & practical details included for sure.

Highlights
  Outstanding value for money

  Numerous bed, bathroom and kitchen options

  Huge variety of layouts & up to 6 sleeping places

650 UFK  

  Galley kitchen
  5-6 Sleeping places
  French Bed, bunk bed

650 FDK  

  Galley kitchen
  4-6 Sleeping places
  French Bed, bunk bed

580 QS  

  Galley kitchen
  4-6 Sleeping places
  Transverse bed, bunk bed

540 UE  

  Compact kitchen
  4 Sleeping places
   Single beds

540 FDK

  Galley kitchen
  4-6 Sleeping places
  French Bed, bunk bed

500 UF  

  Compact kitchen
  4 Sleeping places
  French Bed

500 QDK  

  Galley kitchen
  4-6 Sleeping places
  Transverse bed, bunk bed

500 KD  

   Galley kitchen
  4-6 Sleeping places
  Transverse bed, bunk bed

500 EU  

  Compact kitchen
  4 Sleeping places
  Single beds

460 EU  

  Compact kitchen
  4 Sleeping places
  Single beds

450 FU  

  Compact kitchen
  4 Sleeping places
  French Bed

420 QD  

   Compact kitchen
  3 Sleeping places
  Transverse bed

400 QD  

   Compact kitchen
  3 Sleeping places
  Transverse bed

400 LK  

  Compact kitchen
  4-5 Sleeping places
  Folding bed

HUGE 
VARIETY

CONFIGURATOR ONLINE
configurator.knaus.com
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SPORT

SPORT 420 QD. Dark horizontal wood decor 
looks very elegant in combination with bright 
ceiling cabinets.

SPORT 450 FU. Depending on the layout, the unit 
just inside the entrance includes a large mirror 
and coat hooks, as well as extra shelves and 
storage space. And if you opt for the optional 24" 
SMART-TV, this too.

SPORT 540 FDK. The spacious 
interior offers the perfect place 
for a cosy games night with the 
family. The modern design with 
bright accents creates a feel-
good atmosphere.

SPORT 540 FDK. The amount of space in 
the galley kitchen is perfect for professional 

chefs. The splashback protects the wall from 
any splashes when cooking and is easy to 

clean, so even cleaning up is fun.

SPORT 540 FDK. On the 
go or on the campsite? 
The AES function 
allows the absorption 
refrigerator to run on 
gas for a longer period 
of time without charging 
current.

SPORT 540 FDK. Drawers with full-extension 
slides. They slide out so far that you can use 
them right to the very back of the drawer.

The modern interior design and cosy dining area 
with plenty of legroom make it the perfect place to 
while away the hours.

A PLACE 
TO COME TOGETHER

galley kitchen

Spacious

dinette

Cosy

U-shaped seating area

Huge

LOUNGE VARIANTS
Dinette  400 QD, 420 QD, 460 EU,  
 500 KD, 500 QDK, 540 FDK,  
 650 FDK
Dinette & Semi-dinette  400 LK
U seating area   450 FU, 500 UF, 500 EU,  

540 UE
Saloon seating area  580 QS
U seating area &  650 UFK 
Semi-dinette  

KITCHEN VARIANTS
Compact kitchen   400 LK, 400 QD, 420 QD,  

450 FU, 460 EU, 500 UF,  
500 EU, 540 UE

Galley kitchen   500 KD, 500 QDK, 540 FDK,  
580 QS, 650 FDK, 650 UFK

saloon seating area

Comfortable
MORE INFO ONLINE
knaus.com/sport 

compact kitchen

Space-saving 
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SPORT

SPORT 540 FDK. Thanks to the adjoining 
bathroom area, layouts with a French bed 
make perfect use of the living space, down 
to every last corner.

SPORT 400 LK. 
The perfectly integrated 
washbasin offers an 
extended shelf. With 
the optional shower 
extension, the bathroom 
is transformed into a 
shower cubicle in no 
time at all.

The SPORT boasts an impressive amount 
of storage space & up to 6 sleeping places 
thanks to its bunk bed and convertible 
seating area. So everyone has their own bed 
and there’s ample room in the bathroom 
for all of your towels and toiletries.

ONE BED APIECE  
& ONE BATHROOM 
TO SHARE

SPORT 540 FDK. The spacious base cabinet provides you with 
lots of storage space and the large mirror will keep the whole 
family happy – perfect for starting your day with a smile.

SPORT 500 KD. For 
layouts with a cross bed 
and cots, the bathroom 
is very spacious and has 
a separate shower.

bunk bed

Family-friendly

integrated bath

Spacious

corner bathroom

Space-saving

longitudinal bathroom

Spacious

comfort bath

Well-designed

BED VARIANTS
3 Sleeping places   400 QD, 420 QD
4 Sleeping places  450 FU, 460 EU, 500 EU, 

500 UF, 540 UE
4-5 Sleeping places  400 LK
4-6 Sleeping places  500 KD, 500 QDK, 540 FDK, 

580 QS, 650 FDK
5-6 Sleeping places  650 UFK

BATHROOM VARIANTS
Corner bathroom 400 QD
Comfort bath  400 LK, 420 QD, 460 EU, 

500 EU, 500 QDK, 540 UE, 
650 UFK

Longitudinal bathroom  450 FU, 500 UF, 540 FDK,  
 650 FDK
Integrated bath 500 KD, 580 QS

French bed

Comfortable

 transverse bed

Cosy

SPORT 540 FDK. Tree house feeling for the little 
ones from the upper bunk. And a safe feeling for 
all parents thanks to fall-out protection and a 
permanently installed ladder.

SPORT 540 FDK. In The large wardrobe 
next to the bunk bed has room for 

Lotte's entire holiday wardrobe. MORE INFO ONLINE
knaus.com/sport 

single beds

Spacious
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SÜDWIND
THE CARAVAN ICON

MORE INFO ONLINE
knaus.com/suedwind

ALSO AVAILABLE AS A  
SPECIAL MODEL 

 

All the details can be found in the  
 separate brochure & online at 

 knaus.com/60years-sondermodelle
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SÜDWIND

257 cm

232-250 cm

647-865 cm

LAYOUTS
& FACTS

INSPIRING 
CARAVAN ICON

500 QDK  

  Galley kitchen
  5-6 Sleeping places
  Transverse bed, Bunk bed

One of our first caravan models and still a true 
success story: the SÜDWIND has been inspiring people 
for 60 years now with ever new equipment features, 
innovative technologies and design highlights. 

540 UE

  Galley kitchen
  3 Sleeping places
  Single beds

540 FDK

  Galley kitchen
  5-6 Sleeping places
  French Bed, Bunk bed

550 FSK

  Galley kitchen
  5-6 Sleeping places
  French Bed, Bunk bed

650 FSK

  Galley kitchen
   5-6 Sleeping places
  French Bed, Bunk bed

580 QS  

  Galley kitchen
  5-6 Sleeping places
  Transverse bed, Bunk bed

650 PXB

   Panoramaküche
  3 Sleeping places
  Queen-sized bed

650 PEB

  Panoramaküche
  3 Sleeping places
  Single beds

650 UX

  Corner Kitchen
  4 Sleeping places
  Queen-sized bed

Highlights
  3 gas-free layouts in the range

  Bright & modern interior design

  An absolute bestseller for years

450 FU  

  Compact kitchen
  4 Sleeping places
   French Bed

460 EU  

  Compact kitchen
  4 Sleeping places
  Single beds

500 EU  

  Compact kitchen
  4 Sleeping places
  Single beds

500 FU  

  Galley kitchen
  4 Sleeping places
  French Bed

500 PF

  Panoramaküche
  3 Sleeping places
  French Bed

500 UF  

  Galley kitchen
  4 Sleeping places
  French Bed

420 QD  

  Compact kitchen
   3 Sleeping places
  Transverse bed

Comes with the gas-free E.POWER package as standard.
For more information, see page 13.

CONFIGURATOR ONLINE
configurator.knaus.com
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SÜDWIND

SÜDWIND 650 PXB. As comfortable as a seating 
area can be: enjoy more legroom and sit back in 
complete and utter comfort. 

SÜDWIND 540 UE. The panoramic roof offers 
a magnificent view in the seating area. Perfect 
holiday feeling in any weather.

SÜDWIND 580 QS. There is 
plenty of space in the spacious 
dinette for doing arts and crafts 
with the whole family. The 
bright, warm ambience and 
numerous windows create a 
unique feeling of space.

SÜDWIND 650 FSK. In the galley kitchen, the 
large refrigerator with double hinges is installed 
in a separate spot adjacent to the kitchenette. 
You can heat up your breakfast rolls fresh in the 
oven, which is available as an option.

SÜDWIND 460 EU. 
From the refrigerator 

inte-grated into the 
kitchen block to a 

lot of storage space 
and the gas cooker: 

everything is available 
and particularly space-

savingly arranged.

SÜDWIND 650 PXB. In the panoramic kitchen, the entire width of the 
vehicle is used, maximising storage space and work surface. The huge 
window on the kitchen unit creates a unique feeling of space.

While delicious meals are being whipped up in the well-equipped 
kitchen, the bright furniture and cosy seating area invite you to 
take a seat and relax. Books, board games or clothing are always 
close at hand in the practical overhead cabinets.

COOK &  
RELAX IN A  
MODERN SETTING

Corner Kitchen

Spacious

panorama kitchen

Unique

Compact kitchen

Space-saving

Galley kitchen

Spacious

U-shaped seating area

Huge 

saloon seating area

Comfortable

LOUNGE VARIANTS
Dinette  420 QD, 460 EU, 500 QDK
U-shaped  450 FU, 500 EU, 500 FU, 500 UF, 
seating area  540 UE, 650 UX, 650 PXB, 650 PEB
Saloon seating area  500 PF, 550 FSK, 580 QS, 650 FSK

KITCHEN VARIANTS
Compact kitchen   420 QD, 450 FU, 460 EU, 500 EU
Corner Kitchen  650 UX
Galley kitchen   500 FU, 500 UF, 500 QDK, 540 UE, 

540 FDK, 550 FSK, 580 QS, 650 FSK
Panorama kitchen  500 PF, 650 PXB, 650 PEB

dinette

Cosy

MORE INFO ONLINE
knaus.com/suedwind
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SÜDWIND

SÜDWIND 540 UE. Especially 
practical thanks to the perfectly 
integrated washbasin with extended 
shelf and bench toilet.

SÜDWIND 650 PXB. The exclusive queen-sized bed can be easily accessed from both sides.  
The leather-effect wall covering makes the space feel particularly classy.

You have a wide choice of bed and 
bathroom options in the SÜDWIND.  
The focus is always on supreme comfort 
and practical solutions.

START EVERY DAY 
REFRESHED AND 
RELAXED

SÜDWIND 500 FU. A real classic that fits 
into the layout in a particularly space-
saving way. The space-saving arrangement 
of bed and bathroom next to each other 
benefits the living space.

SÜDWIND 580 QS. Here you have plenty of 
freedom of movement, a large washbasin and 
a separate shower. 

SÜDWIND 580 QS. The beds are laid out in 
such a way that they make the perfect place 
to escape to. Each child has their own space 
here, but they can still be together. BED VARIANTS

3 Sleeping  420 QD, 500 PF, 540 UE,  
places  650 PXB, 650 PEB
4 Sleeping 450 FU, 460 EU 500 EU,  
places 500 FU,500 UF, 650 UX
5-6 Sleeping 500 QDK, 540 FDK,  
places 550 FSK, 580 QS, 650 FSK

BATHROOM VARIANTS
Comfort bath  420 QD, 460 EU, 500 EU, 540 UE, 650 UX
Longitudinal 450 FU, 500 FU, 500 UF, 500 PF,  
bathroom  540 FDK, 550 FSK, 650 FSK
Integrated bath  500 QDK, 580 QS
Open bath  650 PXB, 650 PEB

SÜDWIND 540 UE. Pull out slatted frame 
(optional), place upholstery and presto - 
your comfortable double bed is finished.

Queen-sized bed

Exclusive

open bath

Exclusiv

 integrated bath

Spacious

longitudinal bathroom

Spacious

Transverse bed

Cosy

French Bed

Comfortable

Single beds

Spacious

bunk bed

Family-friendly 

comfort bath

Well-designed 

SÜDWIND 650 PXB. The rear bathroom 
offers optimum space efficiency by using 
the entire width of the interior. This 
creates space for a separate, spacious 
shower cubicle.

MORE INFO ONLINE
knaus.com/suedwind
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AZUR

MORE INFO ONLINE
knaus.com/azur

YOUR DREAM HOME
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AZUR

698-758 cm

272 cm

231 cm

LAYOUTS
& FACTS TAKING COMFORT 

TO A WHOLE  
NEW LEVEL
A true dream home. The angled design of the 
furniture inside the AZUR is stunning with a 
focus on creating a cosy atmosphere. It makes 
an impression both inside and out with a 
unique, dynamic signature lighting concept. 
Premium materials and clever, practical 
solutions make the caravan with a cocoon-like 
design feel like a haven of tranquillity.

Highlights
  Dynamic LED ambient lighting

  FoldXpand front and rear

  Self-repairing FibreFrame

500 FU  

  Galley kitchen
  4 Sleeping places
  French Bed

500 EU  

  Galley kitchen
  4 Sleeping places
  Single beds

460 EU  

  Compact kitchen
  4 Sleeping places
  Single beds

540 UE  

  Galley kitchen
  3 Sleeping places
  Single beds

CONFIGURATOR ONLINE
configurator.knaus.com
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AZUR

AZUR 500 FU. In the SmartWall, the storage space 
has been attractively incorporated into the wall and 
even more shelves can be found behind the padding. 
The flap can be used as a handy worktop extension 
and the integrated power socket makes it the perfect 
place to set up a coffee machine.

AZUR 500 FU. The gas hob with cast-iron pan 
supports can be found underneath the glass cover 
featuring a soft-close mechanism. Espresso makers 
stand just as securely on top as large pots and pans.

AZUR 500 FU. The saying “a feast for the eyes” holds 
particularly true in the case of the AZUR: thanks to 
the ambient lighting in the drawers, the stylish work 
surface and attractive refrigerator with double hinges, 
the minimalist designer kitchen will delight more than 
just your taste buds – it is incredibly practical too.

AZUR 500 FU. The LED ambient lighting featuring 
a dynamic signature lighting concept shows the 
interior in all its glory. Rather impressively, the 
angled design of the furniture provides you with an 
open line of sight throughout the spacious interior.

AZUR 500 FU. Cocoon-like design for maximum comfort. Simply cosy: thanks to the 
fabric-covered SmartWall, exquisite surface finishes and dynamic LED ambient lighting, 
you will immediately feel at home in the comfortable U-shaped seating area.

The open lines of sight, stylish cocoon-like design and 
unique lighting concept make the spacious living area a 
real feast for the eyes. 

ENJOY LIFE  
IN UNPARALLELED COMFORT

compact kitchen

Space-saving 

LOUNGE VARIANTS
 U-shaped seating area   460 EU, 500 FU,  

500 EU, 540 UE

KITCHEN VARIANTS
Compact kitchen 460 EU
Galley kitchen    500 FU, 500 EU, 540 UE

U-shaped seating area

Huge

MORE INFO ONLINE
knaus.com/azur

galley kitchen

Spacious

AZUR 540 UE. The 
seating group is also 
covered with fabric in 
the foot area – for a cosy 
couch effect and that 
special feel‐good factor. 

AZUR 460 EU. The con-
venience of a compact 
kitchen: With lots of sto-
rage space, an integra-
ted refrigerator and the 
optional extractor hood, 
it has everything you 
need to make prepa-
ring meals a wonderful 
experience.
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AZUR

The cosy, cocoon-like design is continued in the sleeping area. Indirect 
lighting and fabric-covered walls also create a relaxing atmosphere. 
The bathroom boasts a modern washbasin and plenty of storage space.

FEEL LIKE  
YOU’VE BEEN KISSED AWAKE

french bed

Comfortable

BED VARIANTS
3 Sleeping places 540 UE
4 Sleeping places 460 EU, 500 FU, 500 EU

BATHROOM VARIANTS
Comfort bath 460 EU. 500 EU, 540 UE
Longitudinal bathroom  500 FU

longitudinal bathroom

Spacious

single beds

Spacious

AZUR 500 FU. There is plenty of room 
for your favourite books, magazines or 
clothes in the cleverly concealed storage 
compartments.

AZUR 500 FU. You can completely stretch out in the French bed. Atmospheric 
ambient lighting runs around the base of the bed, and additional storage 
space can be found underneath.

AZUR 500 FU. When two becomes four: 
the spacious U-shaped seating area can be 
converted into a cosy sleeping space in no 
time at all. This creates two separate sleep-
ing areas in the AZUR for up to four people.

AZUR 500 FU. Thanks to the washbasin, large 
shelves and wide mirror with atmospheric 
ambient lighting, the longitudinal bathroom in 
the AZUR boasts a modern design and plenty 
of storage space.

AZUR 500 EU. A truly luxurious space: in addition to 
its stylish design, its many shelves and its premium 
bench toilet, the versatile comfort bathroom also 
features a large optional vent window.

AZUR 500 FU. A lavatory with extra benefits.
Even more storage space can be found in the 
separate lavatory. Thanks to the integrated 
clothes rail and optional shower extension, this 
room can be used for many different purposes.

comfort bath

Well-designed

MORE INFO ONLINE
knaus.com/azur

AZUR 500 EU. The single beds offer a 
supreme level of sleeping comfort, while 
the fabric covering on the walls and the 
stylish LED ambient lighting make the 
space feel exclusive and luxurious.
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THAT IS FREEDOM, 
THAT INSPIRES
KNAUS not only stands for high-quality leisure vehicles, but above all for the 
joy of caravanning. Immerse yourself in our unique brand world and discover 
our wide range of offers that will make the most beautiful time of the year even 
more colourful. Benefit from our offers like the mein.KNAUS customer club, 
our Fanshop or the services of our rental portal RENT AND TRAVEL.

STRONG 
DEALER NETWORK 
More than 370 brand partners in over 30 countries 
worldwide: this huge dealer network also contributes 
to high customer satisfaction. Competent advice, 
friendly service and exciting events await you here. 
You can find the nearest KNAUS dealer and the 
layouts you can expect there with just a few clicks by 
entering your postcode in the dealer search. 

DEALER NETWORK ONLINE
dealer.knaus.com

USER-FRIENDLY 
LAYOUT FINDER
On the way to the perfect travel companion there 
are a few questions to be answered: How many 
beds do you need? How big may or should your 
KNAUS be? Do you have a fixed budget? The layout 
finder guides you to the right vehicle for you in a 
few seconds thanks to intuitive queries of the most 
important points. 

LAYOUTS ONLINE
floorplanfinder.knaus.com

ONLINE 
CONFIGURATOR
With the product configurator you can put together 
your personal KNAUS vehicle according to your 
individual wishes and get closer to your dream of 
your own KNAUS click by click. 

CONFIGURATOR ONLINE
configurator.knaus.com/uk

mein.KNAUS 
CUSTOMER CLUB 
Enjoy a number of benefits, including exclusive 
promotions and fantastic discounts with our partner 
companies! As a club member, you will receive an 
invitation to our annual customer meeting, and 
our informative customer magazine INSIDE, which 
is jam-packed with entertaining articles from the 
world of caravanning, will be posted out to you 
twice a year. Membership is completely free for all 
KNAUS customers.

CUSTOMER CLUB ONLINE
mein.knaus.com

FRANKANA 
FREIKO 
There are some things that you simply cannot 
do without on the camp site. You can rely on the 
KNAUS collection by our partner Frankana Freiko. 
For more information & prices from Frankana 
Freiko, visit www.frankanafreiko.de

1 Gas adapter set | Art-Nr. 651/026 
2 Mugs 4-piece set | Art-Nr. 651/020  
3 Camping table | Art-Nr. 51 016  
4 Cutlery Set Cosmic Blue, 9-piece | Art-Nr. 51 014 

5 Camping Chair | Art-Nr. 651/019 
6 Footrest | Art-Nr. 601/143 
7 Pot-Set 9-piece | Art-Nr. 51 013

TAKE YOUR DREAM VEHICLE  
FOR A TEST DRIVE! 
Interested in buying a leisure vehicle, but you’d prefer to take it for a spin 
first to see if it really is the right one for you? Then our RENT AND TRAVEL 
service is just what you need. With professional rental locations at over 
180 sites in Germany, you can choose between several different layouts 
from over 2,350 rental vehicles in 11 vehicle categories. Let our experts 
advise you on the individual vehicles and experience an unforgettable 
journey for unbeatable value for money.

More information at www.rentandtravel.de  

ONLINE
& ON THE ROAD

MORE INFO
KNAUS.COM

LIFESTYLE SHOP 
DISCOVER & SHOP
We invite you to come and discover the wide 
variety of items in our range of branded goods. 
The combination of timeless design, quality 
craftsmanship and supreme functionality is at the 
heart of our new Lifestyle Collection. A specially 
designed range of clothes is the highlight – hip 
and trendy, elegant and modern or practical and 
functional. Either way, they’re so good that you’ll 
never want to take them off. Discover all of our 
products at: 

shop.knaus.com

4 Men’s Hoodie* | Art. No. 86100117 
5 Men’s Gilet* | Art. No. 86100145 
6 Men’s Polo Shirt* | Art. No. 86100131 

1 Cap | Art. No. 86100010 
2 Thermos Flask, 500 ml | Art. No. 86100038 
3 Socks | Art. No. 86100008

*Clothes for women also available
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A catalogue for our motorhomes,  
camper vans & CUV is also available. 

Knaus Tabbert AG . Helmut-Knaus-Straße 1 . 94118 Jandelsbrunn . Germany

All vehicles online
knaus.com

Item
 no. R08118459-EN

Information on the product delivered, dimensions, mass and appearance, correspond to our understanding at the time of printing 
(07/2023). We reserve the right to make changes to fittings, technical data, series equipment and prices. Please make every effort 
to be fully informed about these matters by your authorised KNAUS dealer before making your purchase. After a contract has been 
concluded, we reserve the right to make technical changes within the framework of the construction insofar as they serve technical 
progress and are acceptable for the customer. Minor colour and texture deviations are also reserved – even after conclusion of the 
contract – insofar as these cannot be avoided due to the material structure (e. g. colour deviations of up to approx. 2.0 dE between 
paint on sheet metal and paint on GRP/plastic) and are reasonable for the customer. Some of the illustrations show equipment 
features that are not included in the standard equipment and that can be ordered for an additional charge (optional equipment) as 
well as some equipment features of prototypes/studies that do not correspond to the standard equipment and therefore cannot 
be ordered as optional equipment. Slight colour deviations of the illustrations in the brochure from the actual vehicle cannot be 
completely excluded for printing reasons. Therefore, before purchasing a vehicle, please seek comprehensive advice on the current 
status of the series from an authorised KNAUS dealer. The decoration shown in the catalogue is not part of the equipment supplied. 
Please also note the comments in the current price list, in particular on weights, load capacities and tolerances. Please note that the 
number of beds indicated may include beds for both adults and children. The beds do not have the same dimensions. We therefore 
recommend that you consult your KNAUS dealer about the dimensions of the beds provided in the vehicle so that you can decide 
whether they are suitable for the occupancy (adults/children) you intend to have. For some models, additional equipment must be 
selected in order to achieve the maximum possible beds. Your KNAUS dealer will be happy to advise you. Reprinting, even in extracts, 
is only permitted with the prior written permission of  Knaus Tabbert AG. We reserve the right to change content at our discretion. 
Concept & design: brandort markenschmiede GmbH.
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